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The stoneware ceramic objects in my thesis exhibition 
ere the result of study end experimentation with lidded forms. 
The basic problem of creeting a lid which fits properly and 
■hich contributes to the whole form has bean a challenge. 
The linea and contours of the forma in the theeis are simple 
and traditional.  In working with these forms, it has been 
my intent to convey a quality of directness and discipline. 
A basic objective la that the viewer will dasira the tactile 
experience of removing the lid. of looking at or feeling the 
interior of the pot and of experiencing the negative space. 
The pot's functional relationahip to its shape is of 
fundamental importance.  Some of the lidded forms have small 
openings at the neck which would make cleening difficulti 
consequently, these forms lend themselves to dry storage such 
as tea Jars.  Other forma such as covered caaserolee are 
utilitarian, with inner and outer surfeces which are easily 
cleaned. 
Lids must alloa themselves to be easily grasped for 
removal.  Certain lids have no handles, or knobs, but fit 
securely inside one'a finger span.  Others have verious types 
of knobs such as stems for grasping, or small round holloa- 
bulb shapaa that follow the convex form of ita pot.  Some 
lids themselves have flanges and sit on the rim of tha pot. 
By contraat, other lids which superficially appear to reat 
inside the pot* in reality sit on a flange constructed on 
the inside rim of the pot.  Ths lid must relate to the totel 
fore of the pot in size and shape.  It should not exceed the 
imaginary extension of the convex line extended from the 
shoulder of the form. 
Likewise the bass of the form should bs compatible with 
the form in size, thickness and width.  Similarity, the inner 
surface of the form at the base must be consistent with the 
outer surface of the form in thickness and shape.  The trim- 
ming of the base is en important step completing the fluidity 
of the total line of the pot.  If the exterior ridge of a 
foot ia beveled on a convex angle, the pot has e sense of 
floeting on the surface on mhich it is resting, rether than 
sitting heavily on the surfacs. 
My forma swell convexly from the base of the pot to 
the shoulder and than the line is compressed inward to form 
the neck rim mhich eccepts s lid.  The smallnsss of the 
neck opening on several of the pote contrasts, and hence 
emphasizes, the swell of the shoulder.  The volume in the 
shoulder is suggestivs of the tension inside the pot.  My 
intent has been to form shapss thst appsar to be forcefully 
expanding and then enclosed by ths contour of its rim.  The 
tell cylinder forms have a base mider then the reet of the 
form.  The clay ia equeezed slightly inmard to the shoulder, 
mhich ie bulged outwards in contrast to the eacanding lines. 
Ths caaaerolee are full rounded forme mith no hendlee on the 
• 
sides.  Handles were consciously omittsd to avoid destroying 
the visual fluid line of the form. 
The forms in the exhibition were glaze fired at 
Cone 9 reduction atmosphere.  I used glazes with a subdued 
color range to unify the for* of the pot with its surface. 
The glazed surfaces of some of ths forms are amooth, empha- 
sizing flowing lines.  On other forms the glaze tende to 
gather more thickly in the depressions of the throwing 
marks made by the fingers, and this emphasizes the spiraling 
movement of the surface. 
It has been my objective to create forms which ere 
simple and direct, and which are pleasing to touch, see. and 
use. 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
All pieces exhibited are mad* of various stoneware 
clay bodies, fired in an Alpine gas updraft kiln to approxi- 
mately 2350T, Cone 9, in a reduction atmosphere.  Glazes 
■ere applied by various methods such as dipping, pouring, 
and spraying. 
